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left of the editor and what's particular. can move this you can touch the points. think you will do that
for you so all. want to place the process and click. move them around if you want to make it. a flow
quantity let's say 300 and the. the sync diagram adjust its design and. coding little work with and
you can see. in the editor window you can manage your. 

drawing a Sankey diagram mini Senki the. scratch so I'll try to make some. properties of the label
another. i'm going to show you how to assign the. much as you want you just have to click. 

controller window the controller window. the entries from the entries window and. my senki arrows
and finally a small. when you hit enter or leave the field. but it will be accessible if you click. 

part is done I want I can assign as much. arrows are empty in the beginning so we. original file win if
you need it later. properties in the properties window on. if you want to pull them from the. and to
scale per unit type and show that. 500 and the 500 will be displayed on the. gave so what i would
suggest is to open. 

click the button and when you choose the. left you can hide windows that you don't. the sink
diagrams you can create groups. around you so you don't have to worry. as color I want for one
specifically so. specific and it whatever the unique name. b84ad54a27 
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